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Indian, and world, in addition to well-written articles of
every kind, uplift, general knowledge, humour and every-
thing else. It would be a complete newspaper, and all the
district would do would be to add the cover and title with
its own special items on the insides of the covers or on any
other pages it wished to insert. To make this a success all
district newspapers that joined in would have to be of the
same size and shape and publish on the same day. If the
trade does not come to our help soon this will be far the best
and cheapest way of providing district newspapers, as the
present system, by which subsidized newspapers of varying
merit appear and disappear, is far from satisfactory.
An alternative to this would be to send budgets of news
and articles from provincial headquarters for district
newspapers to select from and print. This would be far
more expensive as it would mean separate printing in every
district.
A commercially run village newspaper could easily be
combined with the existing local newspapers. The local
Nai Zindgi, Islah, or whatever it was, could print for itself
a supplementary page or two of purely local stuff, and either
slip it into the provincial newspaper before distributing to
its subscribers or put it outside the provincial newspaper as
an extra cover.
Anyway, whatever form it takes, a village newspaper is
absolutely necessary for the efficient running of a district
and for the spread of the ' uplift' programme. Information
takes weeks and months now to reach remote villages, and
we cannot hope to get a real' movement' going until that
time-lag can be reduced to not more than a week at the
outside.
(viii) Coloured pictures and posters. Business firms do
not spend large sums on coloured advertisements for

